
To harness the full power of the cloud data warehouse (CDW) and fuel true data-driven decision making, 
companies must empower employees of all technical abilities to freely interact with data. Unfortunately, 
most analytics and business intelligence (ABI) tools fail to extend the ability to access, explore, and 
analyze data to the full organization.

Are You Harnessing the Full Power 
of Your Cloud Data Warehouse?
81% of companies agree data should be at the heart of all 
decision making1 — yet 38% of business users have given up 
on asking for a new insight.2

Insight-driven Companies Count on Sigma

Accelerated time to insight by 
building a key market report in 
2 hours with Sigma vs. 2 
months using previous tool.

Took back 50% of time spent 
filling ad hoc data requests to 
focus on more strategic and 
impactful data projects.

Cut customer acquisition
cost by 50% by understanding 
the buyer journey and making 
data-driven marketing 
decisions.

Challenge 2: Business teams 
can't access data without the 
help of the BI team, generating 
bottlenecks that stall decision 
making.

Challenge 1: The need to 
extract data for analysis causes 
stale and incomplete insights, 
inaccurate conclusions, and 
governance issues.

Challenge 3: Spreadsheets 
and legacy BI tools choke 
on big data and force teams 
to work with aggregated or 
reduced data sets.

Sources: 1: EY 2: Researchscape

https://assets.ey.com/content/dam/ey-sites/ey-com/en_gl/topics/digital/ey-global-becoming-an-analytics-driven-organization.pdf


Request a live demo or sign up for a free 14-day trial at www.sigmacomputing.com 

Sigma: A Spreadsheet Experience at CDW Scale

SaaS Tool Built for the CDW

● Say goodbye to stale, risky data extracts and access live 
data directly from your CDW

● Easily query the ever-expanding universe of data 
sources and types, including JSON

● Explore raw tables with no modeling required, and 
curate endorsed, reusable datasets for business teams

Unlimited Scale

● Take advantage of the scale and speed of the cloud — 
Sigma auto-generates SQL and pushes it to your CDW

● Query billions of rows of live data with dozens of joins 
and get answers in seconds

● Analyze live data at the lowest level of detail — no 
summaries, reduced extracts, or aggregates required

Familiar Spreadsheet UI

● Empower teams to independently do complex,
iterative analysis in an interface they know and love: 
the spreadsheet

● Give business users the full power of SQL without 
having to write a single line of code

● Allow teams to go beyond the dashboard and dig into 
the underlying data to answer follow-up questions

http://www.sigmacomputing.com

